


Introduction

The Media and Law Studies Association (MLSA) has been running a trial monitoring
program since 2018 in cooperation with numerous international civil society
organizations. The aim of the program is to record the compliance of the courts with
the national and international standards of the right to a fair trial and possible
violations of this right in freedom of expression trials.

The data used in this report are gathered through “Trial Monitoring Form” which is
filled out by court monitors at the end of each hearing. The majority of the court
monitors are court reporters who are not only well versed in the legal jargon, but also
have experience in and training for monitoring hearings. The form filled out by court
monitors was prepared in light of the guides and advice shared by several
organizations such as the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE), Amnesty International, International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) and
Solicitors International Human Rights Group (SIHRG).

The program continued in March 2022 with the assistance of the Royal Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

1. Overview of the trials

1.1. The cities where the hearings were held

In March, MLSA monitored 49 hearings of 48 trials in 14 different cities with 11 court
monitors.

The first hearings of 9 trials were held in March.

Three hearings which were planned to be monitored in March could not be
monitored as the hearings were not held.

❖ The March 10th hearing of the trial in which journalists Pınar Gayıp and
Semiha Şahin face terrorism related charges could not be held
because judges and prosecutors were on administrative leave due to
adverse weather conditions.

❖ The March 10th hearing of the trial in which journalists İzel Sezer and
Doğan Ergün face “libel”, “insult” and “unlawful disclosure of data
obtained by recording non-public conversations between people via the
press”  charges  could not be held because judges and prosecutors
were on administrative leave due to adverse weather conditions.

❖ The March 11th hearing of the trial where stage actor Genco Erkal
faces “insulting the president” charge could not be held because judges
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and prosecutors were on administrative leave due to adverse weather
conditions.

City Number of
hearings

Ağrı 1

Antalya 1

Aydın 1

Balıkesir 1

Batman 1

Edirne 1

Eskişehir 1

Manisa 1

Elazığ 2

Mardin 2

Van 2

Ankara 3

Diyarbakır 6

İstanbul 26

Total 49

1.2. Organizations and persons monitoring the hearings

In 33 hearings out of 49 monitored in March, MLSA court monitors were the
only ones monitoring the hearings. MLSA court monitors were the only ones present
at 17 hearings in İstanbul; 3 hearings in Diyarbakır; 2 hearings in Elazığ; 2 hearings
in Mardin; 2 hearings in Van and hearings in Ağrı, Ankara,Antalya, Balıkesir, Batman,
Edirne and Manisa.

In March, four hearings held in Eskişehir, Ankara, İstanbul and Diyarbakır
were monitored by numerous organizations and individuals.

❖ The March 7th hearing of the trial in which 16 LGBTI+ rights defenders
who were taken into police custody during the first Eskişehir Pride
March on June 30th, 2021, face “defying the Law no. 2911 on
Assemblies and Demonstrations” charge, was monitored by the
representatives of at least three NGOs.
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❖ The March 9th hearing of the trial in which the former Chair and former
Executive Board Members of the Ankara Bar Association face
“insulting a public official because of his religious beliefs, thoughts and
convictions” charge upon complaint by the President of the Directorate
of Religious Affairs Ali Erbaş was monitored by the representatives of
at least 10 national and international legal institutions.

❖ The March 21st hearing of the Gezi trial in which 17 people, including
business person and rights defender Osman Kavala who has been
detained for more than four years stand trial on multiple charges,
including espionage was monitored by the representatives of at least
16 institutions,  including the consulates and embassies of several
nations.

❖ The March 31st hearing of the trial in which journalist Beritan Canözer
faces “making propaganda for a terrorist organization” charge was
monitored by the representatives of at least three professional
organizations.

1.3. Trials by the number of defendants

In 48 trials monitored in March, 277 people stood trial. 25 out of 48 trials monitored in
this period were trials with one defendant. The hearings of three trials where more
than 30 defendants stood trial were also held in March.

In March, the hearings of the trials with the most defendants were held in İstanbul
and Ankara.

❖ On March 23rd, the third hearing of the trial in which 33 women who
were violently taken into police custody during an August 12, 2020
protest held in Ankara for defending the İstanbul Convention was held
in the Ankara 28th Criminal Court of First Instance.

❖ On March 8th, the fifth hearing of the trial in which 38 people, including
journalists Taylan Özgür Öztaş, Tunanan Turhan and Vedat Örüç face
“defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations and Assemblies” charge
was held in the Anadolu 13th Criminal Court of First Instance.

❖ On March 23rd, the sixth hearing of the trial where 46 people who were
detained during a police intervention to the 700th Gathering of the
Saturday Mothers/People face “defying the Law no. 2911 on
Demonstrations and Assemblies” charge was held in the İstanbul 21st
Criminal Court of First Instance.
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Number of defendants
Number of

trials

1 defendant 25

2 and more defendants 9

5 and more defendants 7

10 and more defendants 4

30 and more defendants 3

Total 48

1.4. Defendants by occupation

Activists, journalists and students constituted the majority of those who stood trial in
March. 117 activists, 48 journalists and 38 students appeared before the court in
March.

At the hearings of 9 separate trials held in March, 117 activists appeared before the
court.

❖ 3 activists who were taken into police custody in Cihangir during the
2021 İstanbul Pride March,

❖ 6 activists who were violently taken into police custody on July 7,2020
after hanging a banner inscribed “Enough is enough, women want life
safety” on the building of the Istanbul Provincial Directorate of the
Ministry of Family and Social Services to stand up for the İstanbul
Convention,

❖ 12 activists who were among the 33 women who were violently taken
into police custody during an August 12, 2020 protest held in Ankara
for defending the İstanbul Convention,

❖ 45 activists who were among the 46 people who were detained during
a police intervention to the 700th Gathering of the Saturday
Mothers/People were among the activists who appeared before the
court in March.

At the hearings of 31 separate trials held in March, 48 journalists appeared before
the court.

❖ 2 journalists who were on trial in the Taraf daily trial which was going
on since 2016,
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❖ 5 journalists who stand trial on terrorism-related charges upon
complaint by the Director of Communications of the Presidency
Fahrettin Altun,

❖ 3 journalists who are among those who stand trial on multiple charges
in the Gezi trial

❖ 2 foreign journalists who were detained while covering the refugees
along the Greek border were among the journalists who appeared
before the court in March.

At the hearings of 5 separate trials held in March, 38 students appeared before the
court.

❖ 7 students who were charged with “inciting the public to hatred and
hostility” because of a picture exhibited in a protest exhibition
organized to protest the appointment of Melih Bulu as the rector of the
Boğaziçi University,

❖ 14 students who were taken into police custody while protesting the
appointment of Naci İnci as the rector of the Boğaziçi University after
Melih Bulu,

❖ 9 students who were among the 16 LGBTİ+ rights defenders who
were taken into police custody during the first Eskişehir Pride March on
June 30th, 2021 were among the students who appeared before court
in March.

At the hearings of 5 separate trials held in March, 11 politicians appeared before
the court.

❖ 3 politicians who were among the seven women taken into police
custody during a press statement protesting the government’s decision
to withdraw from the İstanbul Convention were among the politicians
who appeared before the court.

At the hearings of 5 separate trials held in March, 14 attorneys also appeared
before the court.
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1.5. Courts hearing the cases

Contrary to February, half of the trials monitored in March were heard in criminal
courts of first instance. 24 out of 48 trials monitored in March were heard in criminal
courts of first instance while 23 were heard in high criminal courts.

The eighth hearing of the suit for damages brought against journalist Çiğdem Toker
by the Turkey Technology Team Foundation (T3 Foundation) because of her news
report was held in a civil court of first instance.
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1.6. The charges leveled against the defendants

Except for the suit for damages brought against journalist Çiğdem Toker, in the trials
monitored in March, 276 people tried in 47 cases faced a total of 72 charges in 16
different categories.
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In contrast to 42% in February, the ratio of terrorism-related charges was recorded at
35% in March. In cases monitored in March and in which terrorism-related charges
were leveled against the defendants, the defendants were journalists, media
employees and authors.

In contrast to 52% in February, the ratio of the “making propaganda for a terrorist
organization” charge within the category of terrorism-related charges was recorded
at 62%. In 11 out of 16 cases in which this charge was among the charges leveled
against the defendants, journalists were the only defendants. In this period,

❖ Academic Hifzullah Kutum who was arrested and almost lynched
because he uttered the word “Kürdistan” in a tweet,

❖ Author Yavuz Ekinci who had shared on this personal account
messages celebrating Newroz and supporting the Kobanî resistance,

❖ The Press Consultant of the Diyarbakır Branch of the Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP) Vedat Dağ,

❖ Newspaper distributors Mikail Tunçdemir and Ferhat Duman were
among the ones who appeared before the court on “making
propaganda for a terrorist organization” charge.

In contrast to 32% in February, the ratio of the “membership in a terrorist
organization” charge was recorded at 24% in March. In 2 cases out of 6 in which this
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charge was among the charges leveled against the defendants, journalists were the
only defendants. In this period,

❖ The owner of J&J Publishing House, author, journalist and translator
Azad Zal,

❖ The Press Consultant of the Diyarbakır Branch of the Peoples’
Democratic Party (HDP) Vedat Dağ,

❖ Newspaper distributors Mikail Tunçdemir and Ferhat Duman were
among the ones who appeared before the court on “membership in a
terrorist organization” charge.

After terrorism-related charges, the “defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations
and Assemblies” was the second biggest category of charges. In 6 out of 10 cases,
this charge was the only charge leveled against the defendants. In contrast to 11% in
February, the ratio of this category was recorded at 13% in March. In this period,

❖ 16 people who were taken into police custody during the first Eskişehir
Pride March on June 30th, 2021,

❖ 7 women in Van who called for participation in the protest against the
government’s decision to withdraw from the İstanbul Convention,

❖ 7 women and LGBTİ+ who were violently taken into police custody on
July 7,2020 after hanging a banner inscribed “Enough is enough,
women want life safety” on the building of the Istanbul Provincial
Directorate of the Ministry of Family and Social Services for defending
the İstanbul Convention,

❖ 3 people who were taken into police custody in Cihangir during the
2021 İstanbul Pride March appeared before the court on this charge.

In contrast to 8% in February, the ratio of the category of “offences against dignity”
was recorded at 10%. In March, the only charge which was grouped under this
category was the “insulting a public official” charge which was among the charges
leveled against the defendants in 7 separate cases. In this period,

❖ Journalist Ahmet Kanbal, in two separate cases brought up upon
complaints by Süleyman Soylu and Musa Çitil,

❖ Journalist Sedef Kabaş in a case where she also faced “insulting the
president” charge and in which she was held in pre-trial detention,

❖ The former Chair and former Executive Board Members of the Ankara
Bar Association in a case brought up upon complaint by the President
of the Directorate of Religious Affairs Ali Erbaş appeared before the
court on “insulting a public official” charge.
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In contrast to February, the ratio of the category of “offences against public peace”
was low in March. The ratio of this category was recorded at 8% in March compared
to 16% in February. In this period,

❖ 7 students who were charged with “inciting the public to hatred and
hostility” because of a picture exhibited in a protest exhibition
organized to protest the appointment of Melih Bulu as the rector of the
Boğaziçi University,

❖ Journalists Mehmet Baransu and Tuncay Opçin who were charged with
“establishing an organization for the purpose of committing crimes”,

❖ Aziz Oruç, Muhammet İkram Müftüoğlu, Abdullah Ekelek, Dicle
Müftüoğlu, Turgay İlboğa and Yücel İlhan who were charged with
“aiding and abetting an illegal organization knowingly and willingly”
were among the ones who appeared before the court on this category
of charges.

In contrast to 7% in February, the ratio of the “insulting the president” charge was
recorded at 4% in March. In this period,

❖ Journalist Sedef Kabaş, because of a proverb she uttered on a
television show and a tweet repeating that proverb,

❖ Journalist Mehmet Emin Kurnaz, because of a news story published in
BirGün daily’s Sunday edition,

❖ Journalist Rüstem Batum, because of his tweets, was among the ones
who appeared before the court on this charge.
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1.7. Evidence cited

In 48 trials monitored in March, 110 different pieces of evidence cited for the charges
leveled against the defendants. As it was the case in February, the ratios of news
reports/articles/photos of the defendants and social media posts among the evidence
cited were also high in March.

In 21 out of 48 trials monitored in March, news reports/articles/photos were among
the evidence cited against the defendants. In contrast to 21% in February, the ratio
of this category was recorded at 19% in March. In 15 out of 21 cases in which this
category of evidence were cited for the charge, journalists were the only defendants.

❖ The interviews about the 2015 curfews imposed in Cizre given by
journalist Cihan Ölmez which were cited as evidence for the “making
propaganda for a terrorist organization” charge,

❖ The comments of journalist Rüstem Batum on a television show called
“Ayşe Doğan ile Gündem Müzakere” and which was aired on
September 10, 2015 on İMC TV and which were cited as evidence for
the  “degrading the Turkish nation, the Turkish state and the organs of
the state” charge,

❖ The proverb and the statements uttered by journalist Sedef Kabaş on a
television show called “Demokrasi Arenası” which aired on January 14,
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2022 and which were cited as evidence for “insulting a public official”
and “insulting the president” charges,

❖ The interview given by actor İlyas Salman on January 23, 2021 on Yol
TV and which was cited for the “publicly degrading the Turkish nation”
charge,

❖ The contents of the newspapers distributed by Mikail Tunçdemir and
Ferhat Duman along with Ercan Yeltaş and Veysi Altın who were tried
in two separate cases on “making propaganda for a terrorist
organization” charge were also grouped under this category.

In March, the second-biggest category of evidence cited against the defendants was
social media posts. Social media posts were among the evidence cited in 21
different trials. In contrast to 17% in February, the ratio of social media posts among
the evidence cited in March was recorded at 19%.

❖ Social media posts cited as evidence against some of the defendants
in the Gezi trial such as the one cited against actor Mehmet Ali Alabora
to support the prosecution’s claim that Alabora acted as “an influencing
agent” during the Gezi protests,

❖ The social media post in which the word “Kürdistan” was uttered and
was cited as evidence for the “making propaganda for a terrorist
organization” charge leveled against academic Hifzullah Kutum,

❖ The social media post shared by journalist Ahmet Kanbal soon after
the Minister of the Interior Süleyman Soylu announced his resignation
and in which Kanbal cited a proverb without naming anyone,

❖ The social media post shared by journalist Sedef Kabaş in which she
repeated the proverb she had uttered on a television show called
“Demokrasi Arenası” which aired on January 14, 2022 were all grouped
under this category.

In 12 cases out of 48 monitored in March, the peaceful meetings, demonstrations or
marches attended by the defendants and the footage of these events were cited as
evidence for the “defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations and Assemblies”
charge. Taken together, the ratio of this evidence was recorded at 22% in March.
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News reports, articles, photos by defendants and social media posts constituted
almost half of the evidence cited against the defendants in 25 out of 48 trials in which
terrorism-related charges were leveled against the defendants.

Compared to 20% for news reports, articles and photos and 15% for social posts in
February, the ratio of news reports, articles and photos was recorded at 22% while
the ratio for social media posts was recorded at 26% in March.

In 3 cases in which journalists were the only defendants, the phone conversations
with their news sources were cited as evidence for terrorism-related charges.
Compared to 11% in February,  the ratio of journalists’ phone conversations with their
news sources was recorded at 8% in March.
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The ratio of “insulting a public official” charge which was grouped under the “offences
against dignity” category was recorded high in March. News reports, articles and
photos along with social media posts constituted the majority of the evidence cited
for this charge.

❖ The criminal complaints filed against the former Chair and former
Executive Board Members of the Ankara Bar Association by institutions
and individuals affiliated with the Directorate of Religious Affairs were
among the evidence cited for “insulting a public official because of his
religious beliefs, thoughts and convictions” charge.
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In 4 cases where the defendants stood trial on “insulting the president” charge, news
reports, articles or photos and social media posts were cited as evidence against the
defendants.

2. Cases adjudicated

2.1. Prison Sentences

Case file no. Defendant Sentence Offence Occupation

2021/148 Ahmet
Kanbal

1 year 3
months

Disclosing or
publishing the identity

of officials on
anti-terrorist duties, or

identifying such
persons as targets

Journalist

2020/208 Azad Zal 6 years 3
months

Membership in an
armed terrorist
organization

Author

2022/100 Sedef
Kabaş

2 years 4
months

Insulting the
president

Journalist

2021/261 Zekine
Türkeri

1 year 6
months 22

Making propaganda
for a terrorist

Journalist
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days organization

2021/276 Çetin
Yılmaz

1 year 6
months 22

days*

Making propaganda
for a terrorist
organization

Journalist

2021/106 Yavuz
Ekinci

1 year 6
months 22

days*

Making propaganda
for a terrorist
organization

Author

2021/158 Ercan
Yeltaş

7 months 15
days*

Making propaganda
for a terrorist
organization

Media
employee

2021/158 Veysi Altın 7 months 15
days*

Making propaganda
for a terrorist
organization

Media
employee

2016/218 Mehmet
Baransu

6 years Procuring documents
related to the security

of the state

Journalist

2016/218 Mehmet
Baransu

7 years Disclosing
information related to

the security and
political interests of

the state

Journalist

2016/218 Ahmet
Altan

3 years 4
months

Procuring documents
related to the security

of the state

Author

2016/218 Yasemin
Çongar

3 years 4
months

Procuring documents
related to the security

of the state

Journalist

2016/218 Yıldıray
Oğur

3 years 4
months

Procuring documents
related to the security

of the state

Author

❖ The court ruled to defer the announcement of the verdict for the
sentence handed down in the case of journalist Çetin Yılmaz.

❖ The court suspended the sentence of author Yavuz Ekinci.
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❖ The court ruled to defer the announcement of the verdict for the
sentence handed down in the case of newspaper distributors Ercan
Yeltaş and Veysi Altın.

2.2. Rulings on Compensation for Damages

The Küçükçekmece 10th Civil Court of First Instance decided to accept the lawsuit
for damages brought by the Turkey Technology Team (T3) Foundation against
journalist Çiğdem Toker. The court ordered Toker to pay 30.000 Turkish Liras to the
foundation for damages.

2.3. Acquittals

Case file
no. Defendant Charges Occupation

2021/148 Ahmet Kanbal Insulting a public official Journalist

2021/272 Namık Koçak
Making propaganda for a

terrorist organization Journalist

2022/100 Sedef Kabaş Insulting a public official
(twice) Journalist

2021/1556 Ahmet Kanbal Insulting a public official Journalist

2021/400
Hifzullah
Kutum

Making propaganda for a
terrorist organization Academic

2021/536

3 people tried
in the 2nd

Cihangir Case

Defying the Law no. 2911
on Demonstrations and

Assemblies Activist

2016/218
Mehmet
Baransu

Procuring documents
concerning the security of

the state with other
intentions than

damaging; procuring or
stealing or using said

documents outside their
intended purpose Journalist

2016/218

Ahmet Altan Procuring documents
concerning the security of

the state with other
intentions than

damaging; procuring or
stealing or using said Author
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documents outside their
intended purpose

2016/218

Yasemin
Çongar

Procuring documents
concerning the security of

the state with other
intentions than

damaging; procuring or
stealing or using said

documents outside their
intended purpose Journalist

2016/218

Yıldıray Oğur Procuring documents
concerning the security of

the state with other
intentions than

damaging; procuring or
stealing or using said

documents outside their
intended purpose Author

2016/218

Ahmet Altan Disclosing information
related to the security

and political interests of
the state Author

2016/218

Yasemin
Çongar

Disclosing information
related to the security

and political interests of
the state Journalist

2016/218

Yıldıray Oğur Disclosing information
related to the security

and political interests of
the state Author

2021/215

7 women
tried in Van

for calling for
the İstanbul
Convention

march

Defying the Law no. 2911
on Demonstrations and

Assemblies
Activist,
politician

2.4. Judgments of Dismissal

In the sentencing hearing of the Taraf daily trial held on March 4th, the court ruled to
dismiss the case brought up against journalist Mehmet Baransu for “membership in
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an armed terrorist organization.” The court grounded its decision on the fact that
Baransu was already tried and convicted in a case heard by a Mersin court.

2.5. Decisions of Joinder and Separation

In two separate cases of which the sentencing hearings were held in March, the
courts decided to merge and separate cases.

❖ On March 17th, at the first hearing of the trial in which journalist Çetin
Kurşun faced “making propaganda for a terrorist organization” charge,
the court ruled to merge the case file with the file of a case in which
Kurşun stands trial on “membership in a terrorist organization” charge
after a court of appeal overturned his acquittal.

❖ On March 4th, at the sentencing hearing of the Taraf daily trial, the
court ruled to separate the case file of Tuncay Opçin on the grounds
that the arrest warrant issued against Opçin could not be executed.

3. Additional Notes on the Right to a Fair Trial

3.1. Punctuality of the hearings

In March, 33 out of 49 hearings monitored started late. 14 hearings started on time
while 2 hearings started earlier than scheduled.

On average, hearings monitored in March started 34 minutes late. However, two
hearings held in Elazığ and Aydın started more delayed than the average.

❖ On March 17th, the sentencing hearing of the trial in which academic
Hifzullah Kutum faced “making propaganda for a terrorist organization”
charge started three hours and 15 minutes late,

❖ On March 2nd, the sentencing hearing of the trial in which journalist
Ahmet Kanbal faced “disclosing or publishing the identity of officials on
anti-terrorist duties, or identifying such persons as targets” and
“insulting a public official” charges upon complaint by Musa Çitil,
started 2 hours and 55 minutes late.
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22 out of 33 delayed hearings started late because of the workload of the court
hearing the case. 8 hearings were delayed because the presiding judge or the
judges in the court panel were late to the hearing.

In March, 17 of the delayed hearings were held in İstanbul and 3 were held in Ankara
and Diyarbakır. Two hearings held in Mardin and Elazığ also started late. The
hearings monitored in Aydın, Balıkesir, Batman, Edirne, Manisa and Van started late
as well.

3.2. The monitors’ access to the courtroom

In defiance of the right to a public hearing, MLSA trial monitors recorded that they
were not allowed into the courtroom at 9 hearings in March.

❖ On March 11th, at the first hearing of journalist Sedef Kabaş’s trial, the
judge notified those waiting outside the courtroom that only one
journalist and lawyers will be allowed into the courtroom. The access to
the courtroom was blocked by barriers and security guards.

❖ On March 3rd, no one was allowed into the courtroom at the second
hearing of the trial of academic Hifzullah Kutum on the grounds that
neither the defendant nor his lawyers were attending the hearing.

❖ On March 23rd, at the third of the trial of 33 women who were violently
taken into police custody for protesting against the government’s
decision to withdraw from the İstanbul Convention, the judge refused to
grant the members of the press access to the courtroom on the
grounds that they may “take voice recordings or footage during the
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hearing.” Upon objections by the defense lawyers, the judge let
journalists inside the courtroom but had them accompanied by police
officers.

The monitors were denied access to the courtroom at 4 hearings on the pretext of
cautions against the pandemic. They were denied access to the courtroom at 3
hearings on the grounds that the defendants and their lawyers were not attending
the hearing. MLSA monitors were denied access to the courtroom at 2 hearings with
no particular reason specified.

MLSA monitors recorded that they could access the courtroom at 27 hearings after
they identified themselves as the members of the press.

For 11 hearings, the monitors recorded that the courtroom made following the
hearing challenging for themselves as well as the audience. For 5 hearings, the
monitors recorded that it was quite hard for them to hear the judges and the
prosecutor and for 6 hearings, they recorded that the courtroom was too small.

3.3. Changes in the presiding judges

Except for nine trials of which the first hearings were held in March, MLSA monitors
recorded that in 25 out of 39 cases, the presiding judge was changed.

14 of 25 changes were recorded in cases heard in high criminal courts. The
presiding judges were changed in 10 cases heard in criminal courts of first instance
and in 1 case heard in a civil court of first instance.

3.4. Changes in the panel of judges

23 trials out of 48 monitored in this period were heard in the courts where there was
a panel of judges. The monitors recorded that in 16 cases out of 23, there was a
change in the panel. All changes in the panels of judges were recorded in trials
heard in high criminal courts.
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3.5. Pretrial detention

❖ As of writing of this report, Osman Kavala has been imprisoned for 4
years, 5 months and 13 days.

❖ As of writing this report, Mehmet Baransu has been imprisoned for 7
years, 1 month and 11 days.

Case File Defendant Arrested on Imprisoned in Occupation

2021/178 Osman Kavala 01.11.2017 Silivri Prison Human rights
defender,
business
person

2019/616 Sedef Kabaş 22.01.2022 Bakırköy
Women’s

Prison

Journalist

2016/218 Mehmet
Baransu

03.03.2015 Silivri Prison Journalist

2020/559 V.U. - Edirne Type-F
High Security

Prison

Activist
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2019/1202 R. D. T - Silivri Prison Politician

2019/1202 C.Y. - Silivri Prison Activist

❖ Human rights defender and business person Osman Kavala was not
brought to the courtroom for the March 21st hearing of the Gezi trial
and had to attend the hearing via the SEGBİS. The court decided to
continue his detention.

❖ Journalist Sedef Kabaş was brought to the courtroom for the first
hearing of her trial held on March 11th. Kabaş was released pending
appeal at this hearing.

❖ Journalist Mehmet Baransu was brought to the courtroom for the
sentencing hearing of the trial held on March 4th. The court decided to
continue his detention.

❖ The defendant V.U. was brought to the courtroom for the sixth hearing
of the trial of the Saturday Mothers/People held on March 23rd.

3.6. Judicial control and protection measures

In 16 out of 48 cases monitored in March, there were judicial control or protection
measures imposed on the defendants. In 9 cases, the judicial control measures
imposed on the defendants were all in the form of international travel bans. In 2
cases in which journalists were the only defendants, the defendants were also
obligated to provide their signatures in a regular manner.
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There have been arrest warrants issued against 17 people who are tried in 10
different trials monitored in March. Among those defendants against whom an arrest
warrant was issued, there are eight journalists, three artists, two activists, a
politician, an academic and an author.

3.7. Additional notes by the court monitors on the right to a fair trial

❖ On June 7, 2021 and before the first hearing of the trial in which 33
women who were violently taken into police custody during an August
12, 2020 protest held in Ankara for defending the İstanbul Convention
face “defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations and Assemblies”
charge, the defendants wanted to make a press statement together
with women’s right organizations. However, police intervened with the
press statement in a violent manner and took 20 defendants into police
custody thereby keeping the defendants from attending the first hearing
of their trial. The first hearing was held in a smaller courtroom despite
the requests of the defendants’ lawyers and only the indictment was
read at the hearing in the absence of the defendants. The court
decided to record the hearing via SEGBİS so that the defendants who
were taken into custody can review it.

❖ Four days before the first hearing of the trial in which 33 women who
were violently taken into police custody during an August 12, 2020
protest held in Ankara for defending the İstanbul Convention face
“defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations and Assemblies” charge,
the judge petitioned the court house police and requested that
additional security measures be taken inside and in front of the
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courtroom. In his petition, the judge noted that the defendants were all
“ladies.”

❖ On March 21st, at the second hearing of the trial in which 14 students
of Boğaziçi University face “defying the Law no. 2911 on
Demonstrations and Assemblies”, “deprivation of liberty”, “prevention of
public duty”  and “hijacking or seizure of transport vehicles” charges, a
defense lawyer asked the court why Mehmet Naci İnci who claims to
be the injured party is not attending the hearings and demanded that
he be brought to the hearings. Ignoring the lawyer’s question and
demand, the judge proceeded to give the floor to other defendants.
Upon the objection of all defense lawyers, an argument broke out
between the judge and the lawyer. Giving a formal warning to the
lawyer, the judge invited police and security guards into the courtroom
so that the lawyer could be removed from the courtroom. As police
officers and security guards tried to remove the lawyer, a brawl broke
out inside the courtroom during which the judge left the courtroom.
After all the defense lawyers were removed from the courtroom, the
judge announced via the bailiff that he will only allow the defendants
into the courtroom. Upon the defendants’ lawyers' objection that their
clients statements cannot be taken in their absence, the judge
postponed the hearing.

❖ On March 16th, C.B. who is the intervening party in the trial of Vedat
Dağ who faces “threat”, “membership in a terrorist organization” and
“making propaganda for a terrorist organization” charge, came to the
11th hearing in the company of police officers. Police officers were also
present throughout the hearing in a manner which could influence the
judges to think that Dağ is “guilty” or “dangerous.”

❖ On March 10th, at the sentencing hearing of the trial in which poet,
author and journalist Azad Zal faces “membership in a terrorist
organization” charge, the court rejected the request of Zal’s attorney
who had requested the court to hear a witness about the phone
conversation which the prosecutor cited as grounds for the sentence
he requested in his final opinion as to the accusations. In its verdict, the
court also ignored the fact that the events which Zal had attended in
line with the requirements of his profession and which the court
grounded its verdict upon were all legal events.

❖ The 20th hearing of the trial in which the former reporter of
since-shuttered Dicle News Agency (DİHA) Şerife Oruç faces
“membership in a terrorist organization” charge was held on March
24th. At the previous hearing, the court had asked for the investigation
file which was sent to the Diyarbakır Public Prosecutor’s Office after
the Batman Public Prosecutor’s Office decided lack of jurisdiction in the
criminal investigation carried out against Oruç. The fact that the
Diyarbakır Public Prosecutor’s Office is yet to reply the court’s writ, the
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court insists upon waiting and asking for other investigation files and
insists upon waiting for to hear the witness who led Oruç to be arrested
constitutes Oruç’s right to a trial without undue delay.

❖ The fifth hearing of the trial in which journalist Abdurrahman Gök faces
“membership in a terrorist organization” and “making propaganda for a
terrorist organization” charges was held on March 31st. At the hearing,
Gök defended himself against the charges in a new indictment which
has been merged with the file of the ongoing case. The prosecutor,
however, without taking into account the statement Gök had just
provided at this hearing, copy pasted his final opinion as to the
accusations to the minutes of the hearing. Not only that he disregarded
Gök’s latest statement against the charges in the new indictment, the
prosecutor also ignored the evidence in favor of Gök and the fact that
the social media posts Gök had shared in his personal account were
shared with the intention of informing the public as a journalist.

❖ There was a change in the panel of judges at the fifth hearing of the
trial in which journalist Abdurrahman Gök faces “membership in a
terrorist organization” and “making propaganda for a terrorist
organization” charges. Despite stating that the panel was temporary,
the presiding judge insisted that Gök defend himself against the
prosecutor’s final opinion as they want to hand down their verdict at
this hearing.

❖ On March 30th, the sentencing hearing of the trial in which journalist
Çetin Yılmaz faced “making propaganda for a terrorist organization”
charge. The presiding judge informed Yılmaz’s lawyer that they will first
hear his statement. Despite the lawyer’s objection that this is against
the procedure, the court continued the hearing in this way.

❖ The sentencing hearing of the trial in which journalist Ahmet Kanbal
faced “disclosing or publishing the identity of officials on anti-terrorist
duties, or identifying such persons as targets” and “insulting a public
official” charges was held on March 2nd. At each stage of the trial, the
court rejected the requests of Kanbal and his lawyer for the expansion
of the prosecution without providing any tangible reason. In its verdict,
the court also ignored the judgments of other local courts, the
Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
in similar cases.

❖ The second hearing of the trial in which journalist Rüstem Batum faces
“insulting the president” charge was held on March 24th. The court did
not consider the Vedat Şorli judgment of the ECtHR which was
submitted to the case file before the hearing by Batum’s lawyers.

❖ The sentencing hearing of the trial in which newspaper distributors
Veysi Altın and Ercan Yeltaş faced “making propaganda for a terrorist
organization” charge was held on March 22nd. In its verdict, the court
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ignored the fact that there was no ban on the newspapers at the time
they were confiscated by the law enforcement.

❖ The 39th and the sentencing hearing of the Taraf daily trial was held on
March 4th. At the hearing, the court revoked its previous decision to
collect further evidence.

❖ At the sentencing hearing of the Taraf daily trial, the court announced
its verdict before journalist Mehmet Baransu and his lawyer could make
their final statements.

❖ The first hearing of the trial in which 16 LGBTİ+ rights defenders who
were taken into police custody during the first Eskişehir Pride March on
June 30th, 2021, face “defying the Law no. 2911 on Demonstrations
and Assemblies” charge was held on March 7th. During a statement,
one of the defendant's referred to his constitutional rights in order to
explain his attendance in the March. However, the judge interrupted the
defendant saying “Nevermind the constitutional rights now.”
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4. Trials monitored in March 2022

The date of
the hearing

Case file
no. City Court

01.03.2022 2021/120 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

01.03.2022 2021/76 Balıkesir
High Criminal

Court

02.03.2022 2021/148 Aydın
High Criminal

Court

03.03.2022 2021/400 Elazığ
High Criminal

Court

03.03.2022 2021/272 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

03.03.2022 2018/122 Van
High Criminal

Court

03.03.2022 2016/162 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

04.03.2022 2016/325 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

04.03.2022 2016/218 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

07.03.2022 2021/1917 Eskişehir

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

08.03.2022 2021/261x İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

08.03.2022 2019/1202 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

09.03.2022 2021/948 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

09.03.2022 2021/201 Ankara
High Criminal

Court

09.03.2022 2020/192 Ağrı
High Criminal

Court

10.03.2022 2021/1556 Mardin

Criminal Court
of First

Instance
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10.03.2022 2020/208 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

11.03.2022 2022/100 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

15.03.2022 2021/261 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

16.03.2022 2019/313 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

16.03.2022 2014/277 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

17.03.2022 2021/336 Mardin
High Criminal

Court

17.03.2022 2021/589 Edirne

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

17.03.2022 2021/702 Ankara

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

17.03.2022 2021/215 Van

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

17.03.2022 2021/400 Elazığ
High Criminal

Court

17.03.2022 2021/443 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

17.03.2022 2019/174 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

21.03.2022 2021/695 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

21.03.2022 2021/178 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

22.03.2022 2021/837 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

22.03.2022 2021/158 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

23.03.2022 2021/129 Ankara

Criminal Court
of First

Instance
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23.03.2022 2020/559 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

24.03.2022 2021/451 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

24.03.2022 2019/647 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

24.03.2022 2018/185 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

24.03.2022 2016/166 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

24.03.2022 2017/230 Batman
High Criminal

Court

29.03.2022 2019/401 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

29.03.2022 2016/589 Antalya

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

30.03.2022 2021/276 Manisa
High Criminal

Court

30.03.2022 2021/178 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

31.03.2022 2022/51 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

31.03.2022 2021/536 İstanbul

Criminal Court
of First

Instance

31.03.2022 2021/106 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

31.03.2022 2020/335 Diyarbakır
High Criminal

Court

31.03.2022 2020/240 İstanbul
High Criminal

Court

31.03.2022 2021/183 İstanbul
Civil Court of
First Instance
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